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Principal’s Report
Semester Reports and Parent-Teacher-Student Interviews
The various COVID-19 restrictions and lockdowns have prevented us holding the usual Parent-Teacher-Student Interviews.
Reports were made available at the end of last term and Year
Level Coordinators have been asked to contact the families of
‘Students-At-Risk’ who we defined as students whose progress is
seen ‘as a concern’ in multiple subjects.
As a parent or carer, you can also contact the appropriate Year
Level Coordinator to discuss reports in a general sense or in order to make a telephone or on-line meeting with a particular
teacher. At this stage, departmental guidelines instruct me that
“Visitors to school premises should be limited to essential
school services and operations.” Therefore, at this stage, face-to
-face meetings are not allowed.

Year Level Coordinators & Sub-School Leaders
Year 7

Sarah Elphick & Ron Webb

Year 8

Beth Anderson & Nancy Naughtin
Junior School

Christian McCarthy

Year 9

Jo Lynn & David Janissen

Year 10

Mick Dow & Peter Jakober

Year 1

Lorraine Foster

Year 12

Gail Nancarrow

Inter & Senior School

Mark Nesbitt

COVID-19 Restrictions and Important Information


Mask must be worn to and from school and both inside and outside whilst at school. Basically, everywhere except at home.



Diligent hygiene practices including frequent hand washing and/or sanitisation is essential.



Social distancing is still a major mechanism to avoid infection including, but not restricted to, COVID-19.



If a student is sick, they should remain home until they are better or they have returned a negative COVID test.



If a students becomes sick during the day, we will isolate them until they can be collected by a parent.
Thanks to all the parents and carers who have been so supportive to the School during these difficult times.

VCAL Excursion
One of the many downsides of COVID-19 are
that so many of the interesting activities such
as excursions and guest speakers are severely
curtailed. However in between lockdowns, we
did fit one excursion in.
On Friday the 30th of July Ms Ware’s VCAL
English class travelled to Caffeine N Machine,
and 4 Elements Blacksmithing.
On Page 3 of this Newsletter, Jasmine Heath
gives a detailed report on this excursion and
the powerful messages and inspiration students can gain from such activities.
A big thank you to Brendan and Nick for giving
up some of their valuable time and inspiring
our students.

Regards, Phil Rogers—Principal

STORY TITLE: LIVING WITH MADELUNG’S DEFORMITY
AUTHOR’S NAME/STATE: JASMINE HEATH NORONG VIC

Fit to Drive

I was born with an extremely rare condition that I knew nothing about until 2015.
In 2015 I was involved in an accident and they thought that my wrist was broken as the
bone had popped out of place and was hanging out the top of my wrist. I was rushed
to hospital where they said that it was not broken but they were concerned as to why
my wrist looked the way it did if it wasn’t broken. They ran some tests but couldn’t find
anything wrong.
I was later diagnosed with Madelung's deformity. I had so many questions that couldn’t be answered as no one knew what it was. I had lots of doctor’s appointments but
none of them really knew what Madelung’s was. I was finally sent to Melbourne to the
Royal Children’s Hospital where I met this amazing doctor named Chris who knew a lot
about this condition. He told me that Madelung is a rare congenital condition in which
the wrist grows abnormally. Part of radius one of the bones of the forearm stops growing early. The other forearm bone the ulna keeps growing and can dislocate forming a
bump. He told me that I would need an operation in order to fix my wrist but there was
no guarantee that the operation would work but at the time I was too young to get the
operation as my bones hadn’t finished growing. I had to wait for 3 years before anything could be done. It was a challenge waiting for the operation.
The pain would get worse every day with the smallest movement.
Washing my hair was a challenge.

What, Where, When - The day before Victoria went
into its 5th Corona Virus lockdown (15/7/21) Year 11
RHS students were involved in the half day Fit to
Drive program sponsored by the Department of
Transport and the TAC.
Why - Road crashes are the second leading cause of
death for young Australians. Young people are tragically overrepresented in road trauma, accounting for
one-quarter of driver fatalities yet only 13 per cent of
all licensed drivers.
The program was presented by 3 facilitators Alan,
Josh and Jackie (Victoria Police). The students participated in both large and small group activities, assessing what practical tools and strategies are needed to effectively keep themselves and their mates
safe on the roads. At each stage, students discussed
and shared with each other their thinking about
different road safety issues. Year 11 particularly enjoyed the following three activities:

Cutting my food was difficult.
People would make fun of the way my wrist looked.

Don’t drop
the ball

Teachers thought that I was lying about my condition to get out of doing some sports;
basketball, football and physical activity in general.

Role playing
scenarios

In reality I was in so much pain. I was always going to Melbourne for check-ups, x-rays
and MRI scans and I missed out on so much school.

Sharing passenger stories

I finally got my operation in 2018 at the Children’s Hospital in Melbourne. It was a long
surgery that went for about 8-9 hours. They smashed the bones in my wrist and rebuilt my wrist. They took bone marrow from my hip to put in my arm. I have a metal
plate in my wrist to keep everything in place. I finally woke up after the surgery unable
to feel my wrist and my fingers I was scared I had lost movement and that I had made
the wrong choice in getting this operation. After a few days had passed I was able to
feel a few of my fingers. I was sent home the next week but I had to go to physio every
week to build movement and strength in my wrist. I was still going to Melbourne for
check-ups and was told that I was making great progress. I was also told that I had the
same condition in my right wrist and I would possibly need surgery in the future.

By the end of
the session, we
had discussed
ways to convince other
drivers to be
safe on our

In 2019 I had my last appointment in Melbourne. I had gained
full movement in my wrist with hardly any pain apart from the
clicking when I rotate my wrist and when it is Winter as my arm
bruises as a result of the metal plate.
Living with a deformity doesn’t decide who you are and what
you can achieve.

- Story for HEYWIRE, by Jasmine Health

roads and the many
distractions drivers
face daily. This program enforced the
level of safety each
road user needs to
address and how important it is to be
focused and in control
of the vehicle, as well
as passengers.

On Friday the 30th of July Ms Ware’s VCAL English class travelled to Caffeine N Ma- Caity said- I enjoyed having a go at 4 Elements using the tools and equipment.
chine, and 4 Elements Blacksmithing.
Tyson said- I found it very interesting listening to the speakers. I would like to hear
more about Brendan’s story.
Our first stop was 4 Elements Blacksmithing where we met Brendan Thomas. Nes- Caleb said- I loved talking to Nick about cars and bikes. I also loved the lunch.
tled between the Victoria Hotel and Parker Pies, is 4 Elements Blacksmithing at the
back of the historic 1868 Victoria Hotel in the old horse stables. We got to travel I learnt so much while organising and participating in this trip. I have a gained a lot of
back in time and watch a lost trade come to life. We met Blacksmith Brendan Thom- knowledge, firstly going to 4 Elements Blacksmithing. When I think of Blacksmithing I
as, who makes and sells items including wine glass holders, fire poker sets, hooks think of medieval times. ‘People often set up shop in a place of importance in the
and brackets, gates and art pieces; you name it, he can make it! Brendan shared centre of the village or a kingdom. They would make not just weapons but nails,
with us his story and how he got to where he is today. He showed us how to add furniture, locks, horseshoes, and armour’. Some blacksmiths were even burned at
texture to steel. Brendan’s main message was to never give up on your dreams no the stake because they made such incredible tools, but I think I may have watched
matter how many jobs you have. Brendan was a perfect example of this having had too many movies. I have learnt that Blacksmiths are very creative people who work
27 jobs! He never gave up and then finally found his dream job in Blacksmithing. We very hard in what they do and they get to make amazing things. Then meeting Nick
asked Brendan questions about his life, then he let us have a go with a project he and hearing his story, I felt a bit broken and emotional hearing what he had experihas been working on.
enced. No matter where you come, from no one deserves to go through what Nick
After we visited Brendan we went for a walk down Main Street where we stopped by went through. Nick is a true survivor.
the Rutherglen Art Gallery to see some of Brendan’s forged work and Rowan’s photography and painting. I was really impressed with the amount of detail in the work.
I would like to say a big thank you to Nick and Brendan on behalf of our class.
Jasmine Heath

We then made our way to Caffeine N Machine for lunch where we met Nick Hawtin.
Nick runs Caffeine N Machine with his wife Megan and they have been married for
20 years. Caffeine N Machine is a small bakery that pivots around ‘old school’ values
and respect. They have an historic car and bike display and bikes to hire. People are
invited to repair or service their motorbike with the tools available with no cost. Nick
was very warm and welcoming. He wants a safe space for everyone. He made it very
clear that he is there for anyone who needs a shoulder to cry on or just to talk. He
doesn’t want anyone to feel like they are alone because they are not.
Nick told us an incredibly powerful story about his childhood that had everyone in
tears. He told us to take responsibility for our own path and not to rely on others to
change our lives. He explained that we never know what is going on in someone’s
life so we need to be kind. We have the ability to change and make changes. He
explained that we need to become providers in order to survive in the real word.
Nick has also written his own book about his life: The Agony of the Anvil. After Nick
had spoken we had an amazing lunch while talking about his bike collection and
asking questions.
While walking back to school I asked my fellow students what they had thought
about the day.
Aleyah said- Both talks were very inspirational in the way they both explained how
they got where they are today.
Liv said- I found that I connected with Nick. Nick’s talk was very warm, knowing that
no one is alone in what they are facing.

Support Links and Phone Numbers

000

Police Ambulance Fire
STUDENTS

Available online or phone 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. This
service is for young people who need to chat with someone
about their issues, however big or small they are.

1300 332 022 Mon-Fri 9am-5pm. This service is for young people
who would like support with their mental health. You can have appointments online, over the phone or face-to-face. It may take a few
weeks to organise your first appointment, but well worth it.!

PARENTS / CARERS

Available online or phone 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. This is
a confidential support service that offers counselling and assistance to any person impacted by violence or abuse.

Lifeline is a national charity providing all Australians experiencing
a personal crisis with access to 24 hour crisis support and suicide
prevention services.

Available Mon-Fri 9am-5pm for family support and housing.
(02) 6043 7400
Call: 1800 729 367 Text: 0480 017 246
Email: support@rainbowdoor.org.au
7 days a week from 10am—6pm.
Supporting people who identify as LGBTIQA+

Available Mon-Fri 9am-5pm. Child and family, relationship
and foster care, legal aid services. 02 6055 8000

Available Mon-Fri 8am-6pm. 02 6022 8888. Services for youth and
adults: Drug and alcohol counselling, mental health services, gender
services, sexual health clinic, positive parenting program, family
therapy, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Community Members,
bush fire recovery program, gambling support plus much more.

Talk to staff at the school if you have any concerns about your child’s wellbeing. There are also many online resources families can access 24 hours a day.

Wellbeing services available at Rutherglen High School
Support and wellbeing of our students is a priority at Rutherglen High School and there is a range of support available
from a variety of well-trained and experienced professionals.
A number of counsellors are available for students to speak to by referral. Please contact the Wellbeing Coordinator,
Amanda Steer, at Amanda.kaczmarek@education.vic.gov.au. The availability of counsellors is as follows:



Jess O’Donnell (Social Worker) – every Monday.



Shannon Cleary, our School Nurse, is also available to speak to students. She is at the school twice a week, usually on Monday and Thursday.



Amy Tobin is our Mental Health Practitioner/Social Worker and she is available every Tuesday and Wednesday.



Veronica from Headspace (Youth Counsellor) – every second Friday.

Doctor Sally Smith will run a clinic at the school once a fortnight through the Doctors in Secondary Schools Program.
All appointments will remain free for the students, that is, they are bulk-billed through Medicare. The next clinic for
Doctors in School will be:
Tuesday 24th August.
Appointments can be made on hotdocs.com.au. or by calling the Corowa Medical Centre (02) 6030 5500.

Effort vs Achievement
Pretty much anyone working in schools can talk extensively about the difference between effort and achievement – particularly in the scenario when some students seem
to cruise through their school life with very little effort whilst achieving high grades
whereas others continuously ‘bust their gut’ trying, but only ever achieve average academic outcomes.
While situations like this can be frustrating for teachers to watch, it can be downright
disheartening for those students in the latter group. But when we fast-forward and look
at the individuals in their later lives, evidence shows that the kids who learn the value of
effort are the ones that are more satisfied and successful in work and life. They are the
resilient ones.
Often, schools can focus too heavily on achievement and neglect to encourage effort. Of
course, academic outcomes are important, but not at the expense of promoting the development of a solid work ethic.

No matter what your ability
is, effort is what ignites that
ability and turns it into an
accomplishment.

If students can see the value of effort, they will be
more inclined to take ownership of their learning and
develop and practice the persistence required to not
just survive, but thrive. So, how do we help students
understand the value of putting in a good effort and
show them not only how this links to achievement,
but how it links to a better life?

Here are some tips to promote this development:
Embrace a growth mindset. Dr Carol Dweck’s work on Growth Mindsets emphasises devaluing and actively rejecting ideals like natural ability and talent and focusing instead on
fostering perseverance and determination. She recommends that we praise persistence
and effort, not talent. Monitor your use of praise.
Establish clear effort expectations. Be transparent and explicitly identify what a good
effort looks like vs an excellent effort. Explain the difference between achievement and
effort and continuously refer to the two as separate but related goals for school and life.
Provide specific feedback on effort as well as achievement and if possible, link the two
e.g. “Your writing is currently sitting at a B. I can see you’ve made a solid effort to produce this draft. If you spend some time editing using the feedback I’ve provided on the
criteria sheet, your efforts could help bring your work up to an A.”

Engagement

Key points
Effort and achievement are different
but both are important in school and
life.

Explicitly teach the
difference as well as
how they are connected.

Be specific about
effort and set high
expectations for how
students demonstrate
effort.

Praise persistence
and effort not talent.

Read more about
growth mindsets.

Use language and actions to demonstrate that you value effort just as much as achievement. Take the time to commend the student who works hard at something, focusing
specifically on the energy the student put into the task, rather than the outcome. Look
for opportunities to celebrate a whole class effort and reward the students collectively.
Build on strengths rather than identifying weaknesses. Remind students how they persevered at a previous task if they are struggling with the current one.

Steve Francis MScM, BEd, DipT www.SteveFrancis.net.au
Steve is an expert in school leadership and work-life satisfaction. Steve was a Principal for 20 years and is the author of four books, ‘Time Management For Teachers’, ‘A Gr8 Life...Live it Now!’,’First Semester Can Make or Break
You!’ and ‘Attitude is Everything’. Steve lives in Brisbane with his wife and family but works with school leaders and
staff in schools across Australia and internationally.
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